1. Introduction

There are many tools available that are used to evaluate a radiotherapy treatment plan, such as isodose distribution charts, dose volume histograms (DVH), maximum, minimum and mean doses of the dose distributions as well as DVH point dose constraints. All the already mentioned evaluation tools are dosimetric only without taking into account the radiobiological characteristics of tumors or OARs. It has been demonstrated that although competing treatment plans might have similar mean, maximum or minimum doses they may have significantly different clinical outcomes (Mavroidis et al. 2001). For performing a more complete treatment plan evaluation and comparison the complication-free tumor control probability ($P_+^+$) and the biologically effective uniform dose ($D$) have been proposed (Källman et al. 1992a, Mavroidis et al. 2000). The $D$ concept denotes that any two dose distributions within a target or OAR are equivalent if they produce the same probability for tumor control or normal tissue complication, respectively (Mavroidis et al. 2001).

In this chapter, the importance of the $P - D$ diagrams is illustrated. These diagrams provide important information by combining the radiobiological data of the organs involved with the dosimetric information of the delivered dose distribution (Mavroidis et al. 2010). It would increase the flexibility and clinical application of the $P_+$ index if in its original definition the different terms related to the tumor control and normal tissue complication probabilities were accompanied by some weighting factors, which could be adjustable by the clinicians depending on the important of the different clinical endpoints used (Mavroidis et al. 2011). In practice the $P_+$ index finds the pure benefit from the treatment by subtracting the normal tissue complication probabilities from the tumor control probability.
In clinical practice, there are not different weighting factors that are applied but there are risk thresholds (usually 5-10%) for every organ at risk, which should not be exceeded (Mavroidis et al. 2011). So, in order to classify the different treatment plans one can select the dose level that satisfies these demands imposed by the normal tissues risk thresholds and compare the expected tumor control rates at this dose level.

By using the $\overline{D}$ concept on the dose axis, the control and complication probabilities of the target and OARs can be examined individually. Due to the fact that different plans generally deliver different mean doses to the target for the same control rate, the use of the target mean dose as a dose scaling basis is not suitable since the expected response rates induced by the treatment to the rest of the involved organs cannot be easily compared using this scale. The major advantage is that the $\overline{D}$ concept forces the total control probabilities of different plans to coincide and the comparison of the response curves becomes much simpler than when the mean target dose is used (Mavroidis et al. 2001).

The results and conclusions of this chapter are strongly dependent on the accuracy of the radiobiological models and the parameters describing the dose-response relation of the different tumors and normal tissues (Mavroidis et al. 2007). However, it is known that all the existing models are based on certain assumptions or take into account certain only biological mechanisms. Furthermore, the determination of the model parameters expressing the effective radiosensitivity of the tissues is subject to uncertainties imposed by the inaccuracies in the patient setup during radiotherapy, lack of knowledge of the inter-patient and intra-patient radiosensitivity and inconsistencies in treatment methodology (Buffa et al. 2001, Fenwick & Nahum 2001). Consequently, the determined model parameters and the corresponding dose-response curves are characterized by confidence intervals. In the present analysis, most of the tissue response parameters have been taken from recently published clinical studies, where these parameter confidence intervals has been reduced significantly (e.g. uncertainty of around 5% in the determination of $D_{50}$). So, the expected response of a tissue is known with some uncertainty, which can be considered clinically acceptable (Mavroidis et al. 2007).

In this chapter, the treatment plans were optimized using conventional physical criteria like dose volume histograms, isodose charts, DVH point constraints, target prescribed doses and OAR tolerance doses. However, the developed treatment plans were evaluated radiobiologically using the radiation sensitivities of the respective organs involved in each case. The expected normal tissue complications were estimated against the optimum target dose using radiobiological plots. Just as a dose volume histogram is a good illustration of the volumetric dose distribution delivered to the target and OAR in the patient, so is the radiobiological evaluation plot as a measure of the expected clinical outcome. The dose-response diagrams in conjunction with the dosimetric diagrams provide a more thorough viewpoint of the examined treatment plans.

2. Organ delineation and treatment planning using CT vs. CT-MRI images during in prostate cancer radiotherapy

Traditionally, targets and organs-at-risk (OAR) are anatomically delineated on computed tomography (CT)-images in prostate cancer treatment planning. However, in CT the sensitivity of visualizing extracapsular involvement is lower than in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which provides much more detailed information. MRI can superbly
demonstrate the internal prostatic anatomy, prostatic margins and the extent of prostatic tumors (Chen et al. 2004, Parker et al. 2003, Rørvik et al. 1993, Villeirs et al. 2007). It has been shown that an important decrease in the inter-observer delineation variation, as well as a significant decrease in the clinical target volume (CTV) may be resulted in by the use of fused MRI-CT images (Villeirs et al. 2005). Using MRI for delineation, the reduced prostate-target volume is associated with a reduction of the rectal wall being irradiated, which may result in fewer rectal and urological complications (Rasch et al. 1999). More specifically, the use of axial and coronal MR scans, in localized prostate carcinoma treatment planning results in a better coverage of the prostate and a reduction of the volume of the rectum irradiated to high doses (Debois et al. 1999).

Fig. 1. The reference CT (left) and fused CT-MRI (right) slices of a prostate cancer patient is shown for the 3D-CRT (upper) and MLC-based IMRT (lower) treatment plans in the transverse plane. The delineations of the anatomical structures involved were performed based on the CT and MRI images and they are illustrated together with the dose distributions delivered to the patient (Tzikas et al. 2011) (published with permission from: Tzikas et al. Investigating the clinical aspects of using CT vs. CT-MRI images during organ delineation and treatment planning in prostate cancer radiotherapy. Technology in Cancer Research and Treatment, Vol.10, pp. 235 and 236, 2011, Adenine Press, http://www.tcrt.org).

In the present analysis, the respective CT and MRI images at treatment position were acquired for 10 prostate cancer patients (Tzikas et al. 2011). For each patient the separate CT and MRI images were used to delineate the Clinical Target Volume (CTV), which includes the prostate gland and the seminal vehicles. During treatment planning, the MRI and CT images were fused. The PTV was produced by adding to the CTV 1.0 cm margin in all directions apart from that towards rectum, which was 0.6 cm. So, 2 PTVs were produced for each patient based on the CT and MRI images. The comparison of the prostate cancer treatment plans in terms of isodose lines and dose volume histograms (DVH) is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Furthermore, individual dose-response curves and $P_+ - D_B$ plots of the CT and CT-MRI based treatment plans are presented in Fig. 3 for the CRT (left) and IMRT (right) radiation modalities, respectively.

![Diagram of dose-volume histograms (DVHs) for CTV, rectum, and bladder for CRT and IMRT treatment plans.](image)

Fig. 2. The dose volume histograms (DVHs) of the CTV, rectum and bladder are presented in the upper, middle and lower diagrams, respectively for the CRT (left) and IMRT (right) treatment plans, which were optimized based on the CT and fused CT-MRI images, separately.

For the treatment plans of the CRT treatment modality, which were produced based on the CT images, at the clinical dose prescription the average $P_+$ value is 15.9% for a mean dose ($D_{CTV}$) and a biologically effective uniform dose ($D_B$) to the CTV of 75.5 Gy. The average total control probability, $P_B$ is 26.5% and the average total complication probability, $P_I$ is 10.5%. Similarly, for the treatment plans that were produced based on the fused CT-MRI images, the average $P_+$ value is 17.5% for the same $D_{CTV}$ and $D_B$. The average $P_B$ the same with that of the treatment plans that were produced using CT images alone (26.5%) and the average $P_I$ is 8.9%. However, at the dose level of the individual dose distributions that the
complication-free tumor control gets optimum, for the CT-based treatment plans, the $P_+$ value becomes 42.5% for a $D_B$ of 86.4 Gy having average $P_B = 80.0\%$ and average $P_I = 37.4\%$, whereas for the CT-MRI-based treatment plans, the $P_+$ value becomes 46.7% for a $D_B$ of 86.7 Gy having an average $P_B = 80.6\%$ and an average $P_I$ by 33.8\%.

For the treatment plans of the IMRT treatment modality, which were produced based on the CT images, at the clinical dose prescription, the $P_+$ value is 52.5\% for $D_{CTV} = 81.0\,\text{Gy}$ and $D_B = 80.8\,\text{Gy}$. The average $P_B$ is 57.1\% and the average $P_I$ is 4.7\%. Similarly, for the CT-MRI-based treatment plans, the $P_+$ value is 53.4\% for $D_{CTV} = 80.8\,\text{Gy}$ and $D_B = 80.5\,\text{Gy}$. The average $P_B$ is 58.6\% and the average $P_I$ is 5.2\%. However, at the dose level that maximizes the complication-free tumor control for the CT-based plans, the $P_+$ value becomes 74.7\% for a $D_B$ of 91.5 Gy having $P_B = 90.0\%$ and $P_I = 15.3\%$, whereas for the CT-MRI-based plans, the $P_+$ value remains the same for a higher $D_B$ by 0.6 Gy. The corresponding average $P_B = 90.2\%$, whereas the average $P_I$ remains the same.

If the CT-based treatment plans were applied to calculate the dose in target and OARs that were produced using the fused CT-MRI images then the average differences would be almost zero in the case of CRT radiation modality, whereas in the case of IMRT radiation modality the $P_+$ value would become 2.1\% lower, the average $P_B$ would be lower by 2.1\% while the average $P_I$ would remains the same.

Observing the diagrams in Fig. 3 it is apparent that the clinically established dose prescription, which corresponds to a certain uniform dose in the CTV deviates from the optimal dose level that is indicated by the radiobiological evaluation. For example, the clinically prescribed dose level is lower than the optimum level by $\Delta D = 8-14\,\text{Gy}$. According to these findings, it is expected that a small increase in the dose prescription will slightly increase the complication rate but it will also be accompanied by a significant increase in the control rate. As shown in Fig. 3, a margin of improvement can be observed while the individual normal tissue responses are kept below the limit of 10\% as indicated by the horizontal crossed bar.

**Fig. 3.** The dose-response curves of the CTV / total control probability, $P_B$, bladder, rectum, total complication probability, $P_I$ and complication-free tumor control probability, $P_+$, are presented for the CRT and IMRT treatment plans, which were optimized based on the CT and fused CT-MRI images, separately. The horizontal crossed bar indicates the 5-10\% response probability region. The vertical lines represent the prescribed dose levels of the individual patients.
It is worth of noticing that the OAR with the highest risk for complications is rectum in the case of CRT and bladder in the case of IMRT (Fig. 3). This observation confirms previous reports that one of the most important advantages of IMRT over 3D-CRT is the ability of sparing the rectal wall reducing the development of late toxicity. In Fig. 3, it is shown that the results vary considerably among the patients as indicated by the thin $P_+$ lines.

For the CRT treatment plans, the response probabilities of CTV and bladder from the CT and fused CT-MRI based treatment plans do not differ significantly ($p=0.87$ and $p=0.49$, respectively), whereas those of rectum differ significantly ($p=0.02$) (Tzikas et al 2011). On the other hand, for the IMRT treatment plans, the response probabilities of all the structures (CTV, bladder and rectum) do not differ significantly between the two sets of plans ($p=0.68$, $p=0.59$ and $p=0.34$, respectively). The improvement that results in by the use of fused CT-MRI images in the overall effectiveness of the CRT plans is statistically significant ($p=0.03$), which is mainly caused by the statistically significant sparing of the OARs ($p=0.03$ for $P_i$). In the IMRT treatment plans this improvement does not get statistically significant. This stems from the fact that IMRT radiation has to capability of producing highly conformal dose distributions that can spare already from the beginning very well the OARs.

In the future, target volumes could be reduced by both CT/MRI co-registration and dose painting using MR spectroscopy (Claus et al. 2004, Hou et al. 2009, Scheidler et al. 1999, Weinreb et al. 2009). These ongoing improvements and developments in radiotherapy treatment planning are leading to treatments which offer both better tumour volume coverage, and are minimizing the risk of treatment-related complications (Beasley et al. 2005). These changes should allow the escalation in dose delivered to the tumour volume with the potential for increased cure rates.

3. Daily megavoltage CT registration on adaptive Helical Tomotherapy

In treatments where the organs-at-risk (OARs) are close to the clinical target volume (CTV), the accuracy of the delivered dose is critical. The existence of an accurate patient positioning process is a prerequisite for ensuring agreement between planned and delivered dose distributions (Creutzberg et al. 1993, Mitine et al. 1991). Patient setup inaccuracies can lead to variations in dose delivery and under-dosage of tumors or over-dosage of normal tissues, which can result in a considerable reduction of local tumor control and/or increase of side effects, respectively (Mavroidis et al. 2011).

Helical Tomotherapy (HT) is characterized by dose distributions of high dose conformity (Mackie et al. 1999, Webb 2000). Presently, the Planned Adaptive module of the Tomotherapy software is used to correct dose discrepancies that may occur during treatment delivery. The comparison of the delivered and planned fractional dose distributions can be made in several treatment fractions. To measure the extent of the patient setup deviation on a helical tomotherapy machine, a megavoltage computed tomography (MVCT) scan has been developed for daily correction of patient positioning (Boswell et al. 2006, Meeks et al. 2005, Welsh et al. 2006). Due to the highly conformal distributions that can be obtained with HT any discrepancy between the planned and delivered dose distributions may result in the degradation of the curative power and effectiveness of the treatment (Löf et al. 1995). Consequently, there is a need to measure those differences in terms of a change in the expected clinical outcome. The present analysis performs assessment of the clinical effectiveness of the delivered treatment by interpreting the dosimetric characteristics of the different dose distributions and translating them into expected rates of tumor control and normal tissue complications.
For each of the examined patients, a Helical Tomotherapy plan was developed and subsequently the calculated dose distributions with and without patient setup correction were compared by using physical and radiobiological measures (Mavroidis et al. 2011). The corresponding cumulative dose distributions, which are determined by adding the delivered fractional dose distributions, are calculated for the entire course of radiation therapy (Fig. 4).

In this investigation each patient has a reference kilovoltage CT (kVCT) that was used for the development of the treatment plan. For each fraction, a pre-treatment verification megavoltage CT (MVCT) was obtained in the tomotherapy unit to assess setup accuracy. In order to evaluate the dosimetric effect of setup correction in Helical Tomotherapy, two different cumulative dose distributions were analyzed for the examined clinical cases. One cumulative dose distribution was calculated by adding up the separate delivered fractional dose distributions with setup correction. In this set of merged images, a mutual information based registration (that considered translational and rotational only corrections) was performed between the reference kVCT and the pre-treatment MVCT for each fraction based on anatomical landmarks. The other cumulative dose distribution was computed by adding up the delivered fractional dose distributions as calculated on the daily MVCT, without applying any positional corrections from the daily MVCT-kVCT co-registration. The dose distributions with and without patient repositioning were computed and the final dose volume histograms (DVHs) for both dose calculations were compared (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. The dose volume histograms (DVHs) of the targets (Prostate, Seminal Vesicles) and organs at risk (bladder, rectum) are illustrated. The solid lines correspond to the dose distribution with setup correction, whereas the dashed lines correspond to the dose distribution without setup correction (Mavroidis et al. 2011) (published with permission from: Mavroidis et al. Radiobiological and dosimetric analysis of daily megavoltage CT registration techniques on adaptive radiotherapy with Helical Tomotherapy. Technology in Cancer Research and Treatment, Vol.10, pp. 9, 2011, Adenine Press, http://www.tcrt.org).

For this dose prescription of the dose distributions with and without setup correction, the complication-free tumor control probabilities, $P_+$ are 10.9% and 11.9% for mean doses to the ITV ($D_{ITV}$) of 74.7 Gy and 75.2 Gy and biologically effective uniform doses to the ITV ($D_B$) of 75.2 Gy and 75.4 Gy, respectively. The corresponding total control probabilities, $P_B$ are 14.5% and 15.3%, whereas the total complication probabilities, $P_I$ are 3.6% and 3.4%, which are almost equal to the response probabilities of the rectum (3.6% and 3.4%, respectively). At the dose level of the dose distributions with and without setup correction that maximizes the $P_+$ index ($D_{ITV} = 90.0$ Gy), the $P_+$ values are 55.9% and 57.7%, respectively.

Table 1. Summary of the radiobiological comparison.
As it is shown in Fig. 6, the expected complication-free tumor control for the dose distributions with setup correction is equivalent or worse than the delivered dose distributions without setup correction. The reason is that the HT TPS does not have the possibility of performing radiobiological treatment plan optimization, which means that the planned dose distributions could not be produced using the maximum $P_+^*$ as objective. By examining the tumor control and normal tissue complication probabilities separately it can be observed that the dose distributions with setup correction have the same or higher response probabilities than the dose distributions without setup correction. However, for normal tissues the classification of the dose distributions with and without setup correction seems to be more sensitive and it varies depending on the case. In all the cases, the ITV is irradiated almost iso-effectively by the delivered dose distributions with and without patient setup correction. This is supported by the tumor control probabilities, $P_B$ that are presented in Table 1 (Mavroidis et al. 2011). On the other hand, the setup uncertainties produce higher normal tissue complications when the OARs move into the high dose region or lower expected responses when the OARs move away from the high dose region.

As far as tissues of parallel internal organizations are concerned, dose inhomogeneity does not affect significantly their response, which is mainly determined by the mean dose. In this case, although the variation of a given dose distribution may be large, the $\bar{D}$ value does not deviate much from the corresponding mean dose, $\bar{D}$, due to the low relative seriality value characterizing such a tissue.

Fig. 6. The dose-response curves that are derived from the radiobiological evaluation of the dose distributions are plotted using $\bar{D}$ on the dose axis. The horizontal crossed bar indicates the 5-10% response probability region. The solid and dashed vertical lines indicate the dose levels of the dose distributions with and without setup correction, respectively. The vertical error bars indicate the confidence intervals of the corresponding dose-response curves due to the uncertainties of the radiobiological parameters. The solid lines correspond to the dose distribution with setup correction, whereas the dashed lines correspond to the dose distribution without setup correction.
In Fig. 6, the clinically established dose prescription (solid and dashed vertical lines), deviates from the optimal dose level that is indicated by the radiobiological evaluation. With a small increase in the dose prescription an increase in the complication-free tumor control, $P_\text{+}$, can be achieved because the gain in tumor control is larger than the increment in normal tissue complications until a balance is reached. The dashed vertical line indicates the dose prescription, which intersects with the total complication probability of 10%. Because of these points the clinically prescribed dose level is lower than the optimum level by a $\Delta D$ of about 15.0 Gy.

In the DVH diagram (Fig. 5) it is observed that a significantly higher dose is delivered to the ITV compared to the OARs, which leads to response curves that are well separated from those of the targets as shown in Fig. 6. The width of the $P_\text{+}$ curve expresses the separation between the response curves of the targets and those of the OARs. At the same time, the most effective dose distribution is indicated, since it generates a higher value of $P_\text{+}$. The more conformal a treatment technique is the more precise and accurate the patient setup process should be. In these techniques the dose distribution is so well matched with the radiosensitivity map of the clinical case that a small misalignment in the setup can rapidly reduce the effectiveness of the delivered therapy. The quality of a treatment does not only depend on the conformity of the applied technique but also on the quality of the supporting services.

4. Radiobiological evaluation of Helical Tomotherapy and MLC-based IMRT treatment plan

Helical Tomotherapy (HT) is a radiation modality that is capable of producing high conformity dose distributions that may be superior than other IMRT techniques (Mackie et al. 1999, Webb 2000). A unique radiation delivery method is employed by HT, which delivers radiation helically through fifty-one projections per rotation. Although HT can produce very conformal dose distributions, it is still unknown how much the effectiveness of the resulted dose distributions differs from that of other radiation therapy modalities such as that of the MLC-based step-and-shoot IMRT. Consequently, the goal of this analysis is to compare IMRT treatment plans generated using MLC-based step-and-shoot IMRT and HT technology based on radiobiological measures, using representative prostate cancer cases. For each case, two sets of treatment plans have been developed (IMRT and HT). A parallel physical and radiobiological evaluation was carried out to assess the different treatment plans. The implemented radiobiological procedure estimates the probability to achieve tumour control without complications based on the knowledge of the dose-response relations of the tumours and organs-at-risk (Emami et al. 1991, Mavroidis et al. 2003, 2005, Ågren 1995).

Fig. 7 illustrates the dose distributions of a conventional, a conformal (CRT), an MLC-based IMRT and a HT treatment plan, of a prostate cancer case, in the form of isodose curves in transverse and coronal views, respectively (Mavroidis et al. 2007). According to the isodose curve distributions, it appears that the HT plan produces slightly lower inhomogeneity inside the ITV as compared to the MLC-based IMRT and very similar dose spread outside the ITV. The MLC-based IMRT radiation modality delivers higher mean doses to the GTV, lymph nodes and bladder and a lower dose to the rectum as compared to the HT (Table 2).
Fig. 7. The reference CT slice of a prostate cancer patient is shown for the treatment plans of four radiation modalities in the transverse and coronal planes. The anatomical structures involved are illustrated together with the dose distributions delivered to the patient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>GTV</th>
<th>Lymph nodes</th>
<th>Bladder</th>
<th>Rectum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helical Tomotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{Tomo}}$ (%)</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{D}_{\text{Tomo}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{D}_{\text{Tomo}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD_{\text{Tomo}}</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{maxTomo}}$</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{minTomo}}$</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|         |       |             |         |        |
| MLC-based IMRT |       |             |         |        |
| $P_{\text{IMRT}}$ (%) | 44.1  | 98.4        | 1.4     | 1.3    |
| $\bar{D}_{\text{IMRT}}$ (Gy) | 75.6  | 75.9        | 62.1    | 57.7   |
| $\bar{D}_{\text{IMRT}}$ (Gy) | 75.6  | 75.9        | 41.8    | 34.3   |
| SD_{\text{IMRT}} | 0.7   | 0.3         | 20.2    | 16.1   |
| $D_{\text{maxIMRT}}$ | 77.5  | 77.1        | 76.7    | 74.7   |
| $D_{\text{minIMRT}}$ | 72.8  | 74.7        | 7.9     | 4.4    |

Table 2. Summary of the radiobiological evaluation of the Helical Tomotherapy and IMRT treatment plans.
For the applied dose prescription the complication-free tumor control probability \( (P_+) \) value is 34.7% for the HT for a mean dose to the ITV \( (D_{ITV}) \) of 74.9 Gy and biologically effective uniform dose to the ITV \( (D_B) \) of 74.8 Gy. The total control probability \( (P) \) is 38.5% and the total complication probability \( (P_I) \) is 3.8%. Similarly, of the MLC-based IMRT the \( P_+ \) value is 40.8% for \( D_{ITV} = 75.7 \) Gy and \( D_B = 75.6 \) Gy. The \( P_B = 43.4\% \) and the \( P_I = 2.6\% \) (Mavroidis et al 2007). However, if we optimize the dose level of the dose distributions in order to maximize the complication-free tumor control then for the HT, the \( P_+ \) value becomes 68.7% for a \( D_B \) of 86.0 Gy stemming from \( P_B = 87.8\% \) and \( P_I = 19.1\% \). Respectively, for the MLC-based IMRT the \( P_+ \) value becomes 72.2% for a \( D_B \) of 85.9 Gy having \( P_B = 87.8\% \) and \( P_I = 15.5\% \).

Fig. 8. The DVHs of the GTV and involved lymph nodes as well as those of the organs at risk (bladder and rectum) are illustrated. The solid lines correspond to the dose distribution from Helical Tomotherapy, whereas the dashed lines correspond to the dose distribution from IMRT (Mavroidis et al. 2007) (published with permission from: Mavroidis et al. Treatment plan comparison between Helical Tomotherapy and MLC-based IMRT using radiobiological measures. Physics in Medicine and Biology, Vol.52, pp. 3829, 2007, IOP Publishing Ltd, http://stacks.iop.org/PMB/52/3817).

The dose distribution in the ITV is more homogeneous in the MLC-based IMRT plan as compared to the HT, while achieving a similar sparing of the OARs. As it is shown in Fig. 9, the expected complication-free tumour control for the HT treatment plan is slightly worse than the MLC-based IMRT for the clinical prescribed doses. The reason for this is that the MLC-based IMRT irradiates more effectively the GTV and lymph nodes with better sparing of the rectum as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 9. Although the HT delivers similar mean dose to the rectum with a little larger variation as compared to the MLC-based IMRT, it shows a higher complication probability due to its higher maximum dose and the high relative seriality value of rectum \( (s = 0.7) \).

In this analysis, the clinical effectiveness of the Helical Tomotherapy and MLC-based IMRT in prostate cancer radiotherapy was evaluated using both physical and radiobiological criteria. This evaluation shows that the difference between the HT and MLC-based IMRT plans is small with the latter one being more effective over the clinically prescribed dose region. The results of this work indicate that the HT and MLC-based IMRT radiation
modalities have almost the same potential of producing treatment plans with small integral doses to the healthy organs and fairly homogeneous doses to the ITV.

Fig. 9. The dose-response curves of the targets and organs-at-risk are plotted for the HT and MLC-based IMRT radiation modalities using the $D_n$ on the dose axis. The vertical lines denote the clinical and optimum dose prescriptions. The solid lines correspond to the dose distribution from Helical Tomotherapy, whereas the dashed lines correspond to the dose distribution from IMRT.

5. Radiobiological evaluation of optimized HDR prostate brachytherapy implants

High Dose Rate (HDR) Brachytherapy is becoming popular for treating localized prostate cancer tumors utilizing 3D ultrasound (U/S) and $^{192}$Ir based remote afterloaders. Compared to other 3D imaging modalities (CT, MR) U/S can provide real-time, accurate 3D information on the size and the position of the target volume, on the position of the organs-at-risk and the real time needle tracking and navigation. The use of inverse planning in HDR brachytherapy results in a fast planning process that produces reproducible high quality treatment plans that closely match the clinical protocol constraints (Baltas & Zamboglou 2006, Hsu et al. 2008, Martinez et al. 1989, Milickovic et al. 2002). During the last decade a number of inverse planning algorithms have been proposed (Alterovitz et al. 2006, Karabis et al. 2009, Lahanas et al. 1999, 2003) and many of them have been implemented in modern Treatment Planning Systems (TPS) (Oncentra Prostate™, Nucletron B.V., Veenendaal, The Netherlands, Oncentra Brachy™, Nucletron B.V., Veenendaal, The Netherlands, BrachyVision Treatment Planning™, Varian Medical Systems). It is a common characteristic for HDR implants optimized with such algorithms that there are a few very dominating dwell positions, where the largest part of the total dwell time is spent, which leads to a selective extension of high doses in volumes around such dwell positions. Presently, in HDR brachytherapy, new inverse optimization algorithms enable an adjustment of the source dwell time distribution within the implanted catheters according to user-defined objectives and penalties for the target volume(s) and organs at risk (OARs).
In the present evaluation, the TPS Oncentra Prostate v.3.0 (Nucletron B.V., Veenendaal, The Netherlands) was used, where the Hybrid Inverse treatment Planning and Optimization (HIPO) algorithm has been implemented (Karabis et al. 2005, 2009). HIPO is an inverse planning algorithm that is based on 3D anatomy and it is capable of optimizing the dose distribution for a given needle configuration as well as finding an adequate needle configuration for each application. Furthermore, HIPO has the ability to apply a modulation restriction that limits the free modulation of dwell times eliminating the selective hot spots. It is based on dosimetric objectives, which penalize over/under dosage in target(s) while protecting OARs from overdosage (Karabis et al. 2009). Furthermore, in order to get restriction of the free modulation of dwell times allowing thus more smooth source movements and more smooth distributions of dwell time over dwell positions, HIPO offers the option of a modulation restriction (MR) parameter, which leads to a a the dwell time gradient restriction.

The present analysis is based on the treatment plans of 12 prostate cancer patients, which were developed using their 3D ultrasound (U/S) image sets that were obtained intra-operatively right after the needle implantation. The twelve clinical implants for HDR brachytherapy of prostate cancer were selected as monotherapy for low-risk cases and they cover the whole range of prostate volumes with a full range of 26-101 cm$^3$. In the present clinical protocol, the HDR Monotherapy is delivered in three implants separated by at least 2 weeks interval. In each implant a single fraction with a prescription dose of 11.5 Gy is delivered thus resulting in a total dose of 34.5 Gy. The prostate gland is considered as PTV and urethra, bladder and rectum are used as OARs in the treatment planning. The whole procedure including dose delivery is realized intra-operatively utilizing 3D and 2D Ultrasound imaging.

For the evaluation and report of the quality of the dose distributions, the following DVH-based parameters that have been proposed by GEC/ESTRO-EAU (19-22), have been considered (Baltas & Zamboglou 2006, Kovács et al. 2005, Nag et al. 1999).

- $D_{100}$: The dose that covers 100% of the PTV volume, which is the Minimum Target Dose (MTD).
- $D_{90}$: The dose that covers 90% of the PTV volume, which would be desirable to be equal or greater than the prescription dose.
- $V_{100}$: The percentage of prostate volume (PTV) that has received at least the prescription dose (100% = prescribed dose).
- $V_{150}$: The volume that has received 50% more than the prescribed dose (150% of the prescription dose).

Regarding the OARs, the following dosimetric descriptors for the maximum doses have been considered:

- $D_{2cm^3}$: the dose for the most exposed 2 cm$^3$ of rectum or bladder,
- $D_{0.1cm^3}$: the dose for the most exposed 0.1 cm$^3$ of the urethra as an estimate of the maximum dose
- $D_{10}$: the highest dose covering 10% of the OAR volume (rectum, bladder, urethra)

All the clinical implants have been inversely planned using HIPO with modulation restriction (MR), which was selected based on the maximum values resulting in plans that completely fulfilled the constraints of the dosimetric protocol. In the treatment plan evaluation, the individual tissue DVHs were calculated for each plan (Fig. 10).

The different treatment plans were further evaluated in conjunction with radiobiological dose non-uniformity evaluation measures in order to estimate their expected clinical impact.
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(Mavroidis et al. 2008). For this evaluation the dose-response parameters of the prostate, urethra, bladder and rectum (Table 3) were used to calculate the corresponding response probabilities as well as the complication-free tumor control probability ($P_\gamma$) and the biologically effective uniform dose ($\bar{D}$).

Fig. 10. The differential DVHs of prostate, urethra, bladder and rectum derived from the treatment plans. The prescription dose of the fraction is 11.5 Gy (100%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organs</th>
<th>$D_{50}$ (Gy)</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>$\alpha/\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTV</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethra</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of the model parameter values for the prostate cancer cases. $D_{50}$ is the 50% response dose, $\gamma$ is the maximum normalized value of the dose-response gradient and $s$ is the relative seriality, which characterizes the volume dependence of the organ.

Finally, the conformal index COIN (Baltas et al. 1998), which is a measure of brachytherapy implant quality and dose specification, was applied in evaluation of the examined treatment plans. COIN considers also the conformity of the 3D dose distribution regarding the OARs based on three coefficients. The first coefficient is the fraction of the PTV that is enclosed by the prescription dose. The second coefficient is the fraction of the volume encompassed by the prescription dose that is covered by PTV and it is a measure of how much tissue outside the PTV is covered by the prescription dose. The third coefficient is the fraction of the volume of each OAR that receives doses that exceed their dose limit.
Fig. 11. The average cumulative DVHs of the PTV (prostate gland, red), urethra (black), bladder (pink) and rectum (blue) are presented for the HDR treatment plans, which were optimized with modulation restriction. Here, the total dose of 34.5 Gy delivered by three fractions of 11.5 Gy is considered to be the total prescription dose (100%) (Mavroidis et al. 2010) (published with permission from: Mavroidis et al. Radiobiological evaluation of the influence of dwell time modulation restriction in HIPO optimized HDR prostate brachytherapy implants. Journal of Contemporary Brachytherapy, Vol.2, pp. 126, 2010, Termedia sp.z.o.o., DOI: 10.5114/jcb.2010.16923).

Fig. 11 illustrates the average DVHs of the dose distributions examined. Based on the DVHs and the results shown in Table 4, the HIPO optimization with MR has an acceptable variance coefficient, CV, (meaning dose inhomogeneity) inside the PTV. The average mean dose in the PTV in the HIPO with MR plans is 48.4 Gy and the corresponding control probability is 97.8%. Regarding the organs at risk, the HIPO optimization with MR plans deliver fairly low maximum doses in urethra, which results in a clinically acceptable response probability (3.8%) (Mavroidis et al. 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissues</th>
<th>CTV</th>
<th>Urethra</th>
<th>Bladder</th>
<th>Rectum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P (%)</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{mean}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV (%)</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{D}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{max}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>136.6</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{min}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Summary of the dosimetric and radiobiological measures averaged over the 12 prostate cancer patients regarding the applied HDR technique.

A quantitative analysis of the dosimetric and radiobiological results of the different dose distributions shows that for the HDR optimization with MR at the clinical dose prescription the $P_\alpha$ value is 94.0% and the biologically effective uniform dose to the PTV, $D_{\text{eq}}$ is 32.9Gy. The total control probability, $P_B$ is 97.8% and the total complication probability, $P_I$ is 3.8%, which mainly stems from the response probability of urethra (3.8%) (Mavroidis et al. 2010). However, if a different dose level of the dose distributions is selected in order to maximize
the complication-free tumor control then the $P_+$ value becomes 95.2% for a $\bar{D}_B$ of 32.2 Gy having $P_B = 96.3\%$ and $P_I = 1.1\%$.

The average COIN values, which were calculated with and without the inclusion of the organs at risk (OARs) for the 12 implants using HIPO with modulation restriction are $0.867 \pm 0.019$ and $0.870 \pm 0.021$, respectively. These values indicate that the examined treatment plans are characterized by high quality.

Fig. 12. Left diagram: The average dose-response curves of the PTV (red), urethra (black), bladder (pink) and rectum (blue) are presented for the HDR treatment plans, which were optimized with modulation restriction, regarding different prescription doses. Right diagram: The average curves of the total tumor control probability, $P_B$ (green), total normal tissue complication probability, $P_I$ (red) and complication-free tumor control probability, $P_+$ (black) are presented for the HDR treatment plans, regarding different radiobiological prescription doses. The total dose of 34.5 Gy delivered by three fractions of 11.5 Gy is considered to be the total prescription dose (100%) (Mavroidis et al. 2010) (published with permission from: Mavroidis et al. Radiobiological evaluation of the influence of dwell time modulation restriction in HIPO optimized HDR prostate brachytherapy implants. Journal of Contemporary Brachytherapy, Vol.2, pp. 126, 2010, Termedia sp.zo.o., DOI: 10.5114/jcb.2010.16923).

Non-uniform dose distributions, which may be as effective as equivalent uniform dose distributions, which means that a higher number of degrees-of-freedom can be taken advantage of by incorporating radiobiological measures in treatment plan optimization. In this sense, a radiobiologically based optimization algorithm could find dose distributions of smoother non-uniformity that irradiate the target as effectively as the physically optimized dose distributions without modulation restriction and at the same time optimize the dose fall-off towards the organs at risk. This is because the radiobiologically based HDR optimization would take into account the volume effect of all the involved organs at risk in the proximity of the target and optimize the dose fall-off accordingly. It has to be mentioned that radiobiologically based HDR optimization is characterized by more clinically relevant dose constraints for the OARs and normal tissue stroma, which could lead to better results than the HDR optimization without modulation restriction. However, the large hot spots produced in the target volume by this method would increase the risk for secondary cancer (Schneider et al 2006). Consequently, by deteriorating physical dose conformation, the HDR optimization with MR provides slightly better biological conformation.
6. Conclusions

This chapter demonstrates the use of radiobiological measures in prostate cancer treatment plan optimization may have a great impact on the clinical effectiveness of the applied treatment. Taking into account the dose-response relations of the irradiated tumors and normal tissues, a radiobiological dose delivery evaluation can be performed, which combines the information of a given dose distribution with the radiosensitivity map of the patient. The use of $P−D\overline{D}$ diagrams can complement the traditional tools of evaluation such as DVHs, in order to compare and effectively evaluate different treatment plans.

The findings show that the use of fused CT-MRI images produce dose distributions, which lead on average to better expected treatment outcome compared to the use of CT images alone. The extent of this improvement decreases as we move from conventional to IMRT treatments due to the fact that IMRT delivers already limited doses to OARs. Although 3D conformal radiotherapy techniques are not characterized by very high conformalities, the better knowledge of the CTV extension can considerably improve the effectiveness of their dose distributions. These findings were observed during treatment plan evaluation and comparison based on common dosimetric indices as well as on radiobiological measures.

The clinical effectiveness of delivered Helical Tomotherapy dose distributions with and without patient setup correction, which were evaluated using both physical and biological criteria, showed that the dose distributions with and without patient setup correction are very similar and the expected clinical outcome is not always better in the first case unless a radiobiological treatment plan optimization has been performed first. However, the effectiveness of a HT treatment plan can be considerably deteriorated if an accurate initial patient setup procedure is not available. The application of radiobiological measures on HT prostate cancer treatment plans with and without patient setup correction revealed minor or modest differences in the predicted therapeutic impact of using the MVCT method. Radiobiological evaluation of treatment plans provides additional information about the fitness of a plan and a closer association of the delivered treatment with the clinical outcome. The simultaneous presentation of the radiobiological evaluation together with the physical data shows their complementary relation in analyzing a dose plan. The use of radiobiological parameters is necessary if a clinically relevant quantification of a plan is needed. The application of the $P_+$ and $\overline{D}$ concepts on representative Helical Tomotherapy and MLC-based IMRT prostate cancer treatment plans revealed differences in the biological impact of the corresponding dose distributions. It can be concluded that for clinical cases, which may look dosimetrically similar, in radiobiological terms they can be quite different. Helical Tomotherapy and MLC-based IMRT can cover the target volume with the clinically prescribed dose while minimizing the volume of the organs at risk receiving high dose. Both radiation modalities have almost the same potential of producing treatment plans of equivalent clinical effectiveness in terms adequate irradiation of the tumor and sparing of the involved OARs.

At the maximum $P_+$ dose prescription, it was proved that the different modulation restriction approaches do not affect significantly the proper coverage and eradication of the target and the sparing of rectum and bladder but they affect mainly the effective sparing of urethra. In this analysis, which was performed using both physical and radiobiological criteria, it is shown that the HDR optimization with MR can introduce a minor improvement in the effectiveness of the produced dose distribution compared to the HDR optimization without modulation restriction. The likelihood to accomplish a good treatment result can be
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increased by the use of therapeutic indices such as $P_\gamma$ and $D_{50}$, which can be used as figures of merit for a treatment.

7. Appendix

Radiobiological treatment plan evaluation

In the present radiobiological treatment plan evaluation method, the Linear-Quadratic-Poisson model is used to describe the dose-response relation of the tumours and normal tissues (Källman et al. 1992b, Ågren et al. 1990). This model takes into account the fractionation effects that are introduced by the clinical protocol:

$$ P(D) = \exp \left(-e^{D / D_{50}} \cdot (e^{D / D_{50}} - \gamma \ln 2) \right) $$

where $P(D)$ is the probability to control a tumour or induce a certain injury to a normal tissue that is irradiated uniformly with a dose $D$. $D_{50}$ is the dose, which gives a 50% response and $\gamma$ is the maximum normalized dose-response gradient. The parameters $D_{50}$ and $\gamma$ are specific for every organ and type of clinical endpoint and they are derived directly from clinical data (Emami et al. 1991, Eriksson et al. 2000, Gagliardi et al. 2000, Jackson et al. 1995, Mavroidis et al. 2003, 2005, Roesink et al. 2001, Willner et al. 2002, Ågren 1995). The uncertainties that are associated with these parameters are of the order of 5% for $D_{50}$, 30% for $\gamma$ and 90% for $s$. These uncertainties define the confidence interval of the entire dose-response curve around its best estimate (Deasy 1997). The response of the entire organ to a non-uniform dose distribution is given by an expanded version of Eq. (1) for tumours and the relative seriality model for normal tissues (Lind et al. 1999).

The relative seriality model is a model that account for the volume effect. For a heterogeneous dose distribution, the overall probability of injury ($P_I$) for a number of OARs is expressed as follows (Källman et al. 1992b, Lind et al. 1999):

$$ P_I = 1 - \prod_{j=1}^{N_{\text{organs}}} \left(1 - \prod_{i=1}^{M_j} (1 - P^j(D_i)^{s_j})^{\Delta v_i} \right)^{1/s_j} $$

where $P^j_I$ is the probability of injuring organ $j$ and $N_{\text{organs}}$ is the total number of vital OARs. $P^j(D_i)$ is the probability of response of the organ $j$ having the reference volume and being irradiated to dose $D_i$ as described by Eq. (1). $\Delta v_i = \Delta V_i / V_{ref}$ is the fractional sub-volume of the organ that is irradiated compared to the reference volume for which the values of $D_{50}$ and $\gamma$ were calculated. $M_j$ is the total number of voxels or sub-volumes in the organ $j$, and $s_j$ is the relative seriality parameter that characterizes the internal organization of that organ. A relative seriality close to zero ($s \approx 0$) corresponds to a completely parallel structure, which becomes non-functional when all its functional subunits are damaged, whereas $s \approx 1$ corresponds to a completely serial structure which becomes non-functional when at least one functional subunit is damaged. It should be mentioned that other models such as the LKB (Burman et al. 1991, Kutcher et al. 1991, Kwa et al. 1998), parallel (Boersma et al. 1995) etc could also have been used with the appropriate response parameter set.

Tumours are assumed to have a parallel structural organization since the eradication of all of the clonogenic cells is required. Furthermore, in complex multi-target cancer cases, the
eradication of all the clonogenic cells in tumours implies that every individual tumour has to be eradicated. This implication indicates a parallel organization fashion for the tumours. Taking this assumption into account the overall probability of tumour control \( P_B \), is given by the expression (Lind et al. 1999, Mavroidis et al. 2000):

\[
P_B = \prod_{j=1}^{N_{\text{tumours}}} \left( \prod_{i=1}^{M_j} P^j(D_i)^{\Delta_{ij}} \right)
\]

where \( P^j_i \) is the probability of eradicating tumour \( j \) and \( N_{\text{tumours}} \) is the total number of tumours or targets involved in the clinical case.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment plans, the concept of \( P_+ \), which expresses the probability of achieving tumour control without causing severe damage to normal tissues (Källman et al. 1992a), was employed. Using the quantities \( P_B \) and \( P_I \), which were defined above, the \( P_+ \) can be estimated from the following expression:

\[
P_+ = P_B - P_{B \land I} \approx P_B - P_I
\]

This concept is based on the accuracy of the models to calculate the probabilities \( P_B \) and \( P_I \) and the radiobiological parameters, which describe the dose-response relations of the different tumours and normal tissues.

As a measure of the quality of a treatment plan, the mean doses and their standard deviations to the target volumes and organs at risk are usually reported, together with the minimum and maximum doses as well as some DVH-based constraints. In addition to those parameters, the present radiobiological treatment plan evaluation uses the \( \bar{D} \) concept, which is defined as the dose that causes the same tumour control or normal tissue complication probability as the actual dose distribution given to the patient and it is derived numerically from the following expression (Mavroidis et al. 2000, 2001):

\[
P_B(\bar{D}) = P_B(D_D)
\]

where \( \bar{D} \) denotes the 3-dimensional dose distribution. This definition is a generalization of the effective uniform dose, \( D_{\text{eff}} \) introduced by Brahme (Brahme 1984). By normalizing treatment plans to a common prescription point (\( \bar{D} \)) and then plotting out the tissue response probability vs. \( \bar{D} \) curves, a number of plan trials can be compared based on radiobiological endpoints.
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